STATEWIDE DATA CONFERENCE  
AUGUST 10, CENTRAL IOWA

SESSION TOPICS and DESCRIPTIONS:

Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP), Schools in Need of Assistance (SINA), and Districts in Need of Assistance (DINA): This session will provide participants with a review and update of the adequate yearly progress (AYP) process and how this impacts Iowa’s implementation of the regulations in regard to schools in need of assistance (SINA).

Attendance Center Ranking (ACR): This session will present results of the work being done in accordance to the Attendance Center Ranking (ACR) requirements established in 2013 by House File (HF).

Career and Technical Education (CTE): This session will be an overview of the new Secondary CTE Reporting Application that will launch fall 2015.

Community Eligibility Provision (CEP): With the onset of Community Eligibility Provision, collection of free and reduced-price meal eligibility indicators changed.

Consolidated Plan (C-Plan) for New Users: New users will learn the basics of accessing and completing components of C-Plan

Early Childhood: This session will focus on the status of Iowa’s young children as well as the data systems that provide this information.

English Language Learners – Data Reporting Updates:

Equity – Monitoring of Disaggregated Secondary Course Enrollment Data: Schools and school districts shall collect and annually review district, attendance center, and course enrollment data on the basis of race, national origin, gender, and disability and take affirmative steps to integrate students in attendance enters and courses.

Fall BEDS/Fall BEDS Staff: This session will focus on Changes, Reporting Long-Term Subs, Teacher Leader reporting and Operational Sharing.

Fall BEDS/Fall BEDS Staff for Newbies: You will get an in depth training on navigation of the system and special interest areas such as how to verify the delivery method for your Special Education teachers, How to report shared staff, substitute teachers, teacher leaders, and How to manage errors just to name a few.
Finance - Concurrent Enrollment Billing:

Finance - Data Flow of Finance Data

Finance - Who Pays?

Graduate Rates and Dropout Rates:

Healthy Indicators for Differentiated Accountability: This session will review the four healthy indicators that will be used for the new differentiated accountability framework for the 2015-16 school year.

Infinite Campus User Group: An informal session designed to allow Iowa Infinite Campus Users an opportunity to trouble shoot, learn tricks of the trade, hints and tools for state reporting, etc.

Iowa TIER: Using TIER Data for Decision-Making: This session will review tips and tricks in Iowa TIER to make the user experience more efficient.

Iowa TIER Tips and Tricks: This session will review tips and tricks in Iowa TIER to make the user experience more efficient.

JMC User Group: An informal session designed to allow Iowa JMC Users an opportunity to trouble shoot, learn tricks of the trade, hints and tools for state reporting, etc.

Portal Security: Portal Security Officer Training is meant to provide guidelines on managing your organization’s user population’s access on the Department of Education Portal.

PowerSchool User Group: An informal session designed to allow Iowa PowerSchool Users an opportunity to trouble shoot, learn tricks of the trade, hints and tools for state reporting, etc.

Regent Admission Index (RAI): This session will provide an overview of the RAI that determines if students qualify for automatic admission to the three public universities in Iowa.

Senior Year Plus (SYP): This presentation will provide an overview of Senior Year Plus programming, including a discussion on current and historic enrollment data and trends.

State Student ID – A New User Interface: State ID now has a radically different user interface. The functionality is much the same, but come see the new and improved State ID.
**State Student ID – Resolving Near Matches:** Try your hand at resolving State ID near matches, and in the process learn some best practices for working with student state IDs.

**Student Locator Framework (SLF) – Tips and Tricks:** You know how to unsynch and synch the Student Reporting Framework (SLF). But what else can you do when those student state IDs still aren’t showing up?

**Student Longitudinal Data System (SLDS):**

**Student Reporting in Iowa (SRI) – Accreditation Report:** This session will discuss what to look for in the Accreditation Report and how it is all tied to SCED Codes.

**Student Reporting in Iowa (SRI) – Certified Enrollment and Supplemental Weighting (SW):**

**Student Reporting in Iowa (SRI) 101:** Are you new to a district and responsible for Student Reporting in Iowa? This session is for you!

**Student Reporting in Iowa (SRI) 2015-2016:** This session will present all changes/additions and deletions to data elements for SRI 2015-16.